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Built for the Studebaker wagon company as a carriage
warehouse, outfitting shop, and showroom, the building was
originally eight stories high with one basement. The walls
are load bearing.

The east or Michigan Avenue facade is Romanesque in style
and built of rough-cut Bedford stone and red synite granite.
It has unusually large windows in varied groupings and is re-
turned one bay on the north and south sides.

A dominant feature at the ground level is a heavy round
arch set within thin stone, rounded piers in each end bay which
is slightly narrower than the three central bays. The northern
bay was originally a carriage entrance. Another dominant
motif is a pair of one story polished granite oolumns, 3'8"

in diameter and 12" 10" high, said (by Randall) to be the
largest monolithic shafts in the country, each topped by highly
carved capitals. These columns flank the center bay which
originally contained the principal entrance to the building.
The remaining two bays oontain large display windows.

A heavy entablature marks the upper edge of the second
story and closes the lowest zone. It is sustained by piers
that continue those of the ground floor; the middle three bays

have free standing polished granite oolumns with oarved
capitals set next to the piers, while the outer bays have
similar columns engaged to the piers. Large display windows
are set baok from the plane of the facade within the piers.

The second zone comprises the third through fifth floors.

Five arohes in the fifth floor supported by four masonry piers
and two polished granite columns give the zone a vertical
emphasis. Three large windows (originally displaying wagons)
between the columns project to the outer face of the building,
while the windows of the fifth floor and of the outer bays

are set back behind that face.
The sixth and seventh floors form a unit. Thin, un-

broken piers divide the central three bays into smaller units.

The two outer bays add a median entablature, making them appear

heavier. A prominent horizontal stress is provided by the

entablature across the top of the seventh floor.
An aroaded top floor followed by a broken roof containing

an attic or ninth floor topped the original 1884 Studebaker
Building.

With the oompletlon of Beman's new Studebaker Building on

Wabash Avenue in 1895, the Studebaker brothers and Charles 0.

Curtlss converted the Michigan Avenue structure into the Pine

Arts Building, opened in 1898. The ground floor now contained
theaters above which were recital halls and a studio floor

with speolal features, skylights, eto., Qesi^ed,
u
J
de|L™e <,

direction and with the assistance of the new artist-tenants

On the facade the converted eighth and ninth floors in

red granite largely repeated the scheme of the two floors

below them, while a new tenth floor rested on a small Icon.}
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1973 state
Illinois State Historic Survey
1800 S Prairie Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60616

Commission on Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmarks

1973 local

320 N Clark Street, Boom 800
Chicago, Illinois

Chicago's Landmark Structures: An Inventory
1974 local
Landmarks Preservation Service
407 S Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605
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undecorated cornice and was capped by a large, bracketed metal
cornice that survives.

The original ground floor entrance was closed, and the
flanking arched entrances became the principal entrances. The
central three bays became shops.

Directly behind the shops the groin vaulted foyer extends
the width of the building. Short corridors lead from the arched
entrances to ground-floor theaters. Elevator shafts and stairs
leading to the second floor are located between the shops and
the foyer.

The floors above are decorated in various classical styles,
most evident in the framing of the doorways to the larger suites,
many of which have varnished wooden pediments supported by
fluted wooden columns. The bronze elevator doors have musical
motifs. Studios and offices open off the long corridor pene-
trating the center of the building and are lit by two light
courts. On the tenth floor murals painted by the original
artist-tenants still decorate the walls.

(The original conversion of the building included the
Incorporation of a six-story building to the north Into the
Pine Arts Building. Its original matching Romanesque facade
»as drastically altered in the late 1920s or 1930s, and al-
though the Annex is still connected at each of the six floors,
it Is not Included in the present nomination.)
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adaptive use

The Pine Arts Building is one of the finest large buildings
in Chicago to display the climax of masonry design in
commercial architecture. It is the only major monument in
downtown Chicago designed by Solon Beman, the architect of
Pullman. Beman made important contributions to Chicago's
masonry architectural style, the style that proceeded that
of the Chicago School. (S.S. Beman: 1853-191*0

It provided one of the two major sources that led to
Adler and Sullivan's design for the Auditorium. While the
Marshall Field Wholesale Store by H.H. Hichardson has long
since been destroyed, the Fine Arts Building survives next
to the Auditorium to demonstrate how much Sullivan drew
from it for the vertical divisions and general rhythm of
his own strong design..

It is also an example of skillful adaptive use conversion.
Abandoned as a carriage showroom, it was deftly fitted out
between 1695 and 1898 for a new use suggested by the newly
built Auditorium. Since then, it has continued to serve
as a center for Chicago's cultural life. The founders'
intent was "to provide a central point for the cultivation
of music ... as well as the higher arts, and a place where
the results of study and the accomplishments of noteworthy
things in art could find expression in a way that would prove
beneficial to the public." (The Book of the Fine Arts
Building). The Fortnightly Club, the Cliff Dwellers, and
the Caxton Clubs were first located here. Among the artists
and sculptors who had studios were J.T. McCutcheon and
Loredo Taft. It continues to serve its founders 1 purpose
with its two music schools, a school of interior design, an
opera company, and the studios and offices of several archi-
tects and designers, as well as its active theater center.
The Studebaker Theater interior was designed by A.N. Hebori
who later enjoyed an aotive architectural career in Chicago.

Margaret Anderson's Little Review and Harriet Monroe's
Poetry magazines had there beginnings here, making the
building the incubator of Chicago's golden age of literature.
The S.I. Mori Bookshop in room 801 and Browne's Bookstore
on the ground floor of the Annex had Frank Lloyd Wright
interiors, although these are now gone.
Finally, the building provides an irreplaceable element

(con.

)
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within the facade facing Grant Park and Lake Michigan. With

its neighbors it is a highly significant part of the urban
form of Chicago. Centered between the Auditorium Building to
the south and the Chicago Club to the north, it features
continuity of style, scale, and materials that contribute
to the dramatic and harmonious effect of South Michigan
Avenue. ,
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•The Fine Arts Building in Chicago," published by Balph
Fletcher Seymour Co. , Chicago, no date.

Andreas, Alfred Theodore.
Chicago, 1684-86.
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As the designated State Liaison Officer for the Na-

tional Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law

89*65), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion

in the National Register and certify that it. has been

evaluated according to the criteria and procedures set

forth by the Nstional Park Service. The recommended

level of significance of this nomination is:

National Q st»te ° LoC"1 a

I hereby certify that this property la included i

National Register.

Chief, Office of Archeology and Historic Pre*erra(.on

Keeper of The National RegUter
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